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Marking a new 
era in retail
Transform your retail space with a versatile point of sale system 

that elevates the customer experience and supports your critical 

business operations. With security, durability, and flexibility built 

into its gorgeous design, the HP Engage One reinvents the in-store 

experience.



Sleek. Modern. Adaptable.
Designed to adapt to any retail or hospitality environment, the 

HP Engage One features a versatile ecosystem of accessories.1  

Build the ideal solution for your business—whether it’s for a traditional 

point of sale, interactive signage, or self-service.



Power through each day with 7th generation Intel® processors, optional 

vPro™, and a durable system that has a 5-year manufacturing lifecycle and 

up to a 3-year standard limited warranty.2 Get peace of mind for long-term 

investments with HP Care Pack options that extend your level of service.3 

Durable. Powerful. 
Built for the day ahead.



Secure data.  
Protect 
customers.
Today’s business calls for next-

level security. The HP Engage One 

answers with a self-healing PC BIOS 

and firmware that shields the BIOS 

against attacks to help keep your 

data, devices, and customers safe 

and secure.

Conveniently located 
fingerprint scanner



Gain optimum connectivity 
with two I/O connectivity base 
options that provide inputs 
such as serial, USB, PUSB, 
cash drawer, LAN, and video 
output (USB-C™)

Present key transactional 
information or more dynamic 
content with a selection of 
customer-facing displays

Customizable 
options
Choose components and add accessories 
to support a variety of needs:1

Flexible deployment 
capabilities with multiple 
stand options as well 
as VESA mounting 
capabilities

Accept gift cards, 
employee IDs, and  
loyalty cards

Quickly scan mobile 
wallets and digital coupons 
from customer mobile 
devices or printed 1D 
and 2D barcodes

Choose your Engage One 
device and accompanying 
accessories in either sleek 
black or pure white

Print receipts from either 
the in-column printer or 
standalone compact 
receipt printer



Optional integrated printer 
or stand spacer

Stability plate

Connectivity base
1. Basic I/O connectivity base  
2.  Advanced I/O connectivity base 

Head unit 
1920 x 1080 FHD display
7th generation Intel® processor options 
(Celeron®, Core™ i3, Core™ i5)4

Stand and mounting options
1. Fixed position  
2.  Swivel and tilt 
3.  VESA mount 
4.   Display head with VESA 

mounting bracket (no stand) 

Flexible  
to meet 
your needs



HP Engage One

1. Optional features sold separately or as add-on features.

2. 1- or 3-year limited warranty, depending on country.

3.   HP Care Services are optional. Service levels and response times for HP Care Pack Services may vary depending 
on your geographic location. Service starts on date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and limitations apply. 
For details, visit hp.com/go/cpc. HP services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service 
provided or indicated to customer at the time of purchase. Customer may have additional statutory rights 
according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of 
service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP product. 

4.  Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software 
applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency will vary 
depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering, branding, 
and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.  
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